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The Re-0s decay scheme has been shown to have widespread application in cosmochemistry 
and geochemistry [1,2]. However, isotopic analysis of 0 s  is difficult, and presently requires highly 
specialized analytical equipment. We have developed a technique for producing intense, stable ion 
beams of negatively-charged Os, Re and Ir oxides in a conventional, thermal-ionization mass 
spectrometer (Negative Thermal Ion Mass Spectrometry - NTIMS [3]). Solutions of hexachloro- 
osmate and hexachloro-iridate salts in 2.5N HC1 are loaded onto a Pt filament, dried in air, and 
reduced to metal at -500°C in a vacuum of <10-5T. The metal sample is then covered with Ba (as a 
solution of Ba(N03)2 in water) and dried in air prior to mass spectrometric analysis. Addition of Ba 
reduces the electron work function of the Pt filament and promotes the production of negative 
thermal ions [4]. Re is loaded onto a Pt filament as a solution in 0.1N HN03 together with the Ba 
solution, and dried in air prior to analysis. Negative thermal ions of Os, Re and Ir oxides are 
produced at -650 - 850°C. 

For Os, NTIMS has the capacity to determine the abundance of ls70s with a precision of + 1% 
for 4ng 0 s  (-90 pg ls70s), and + 3% for 70pg 0 s  (-1.5 pg ls70s) from prepared solutions (Table 
1). The ionization efficiency (2-6%) is the highest yet reported for Os, and the observed mass- 
dependent isotope fractionation is restricted - below 194700 amu-l for ng-quantities of 0s. The NTIMS 
technique for 0 s  isotopic analysis offers superior precision, efficiency and sensitivity to other 
methods presently available. Compared with SIMS, RIMS and ICP-MS, the precision obtained for 
0 s  by NTIMS is a factor of 10-20 better for equivalent analysis quantities, and the ionization 
efficiency is improved by lo2 - 105. The detection limit for 0 s  by NTIMS is estimated to be below 
10-14g. For Re and Ir, isotopic compositions have been determined by NTIMS with a precision of 
+ 0.3%0. The 185Re/187Re ratio determined by NTIMS (0.5977 + 4) is identical to that previously 
measured by thermal ionization of positive metal ions ([5]; 0.5974 + 4), and the 191IrIl93Ir ratio 
(0.5948 4) is the most precise yet measured. The Re experiments show a total range in mass- 
dependent isotope fractionation of + 1.294700 amu-I about the mean, and for Ir the range is <lym 
amu-l. Ionization efficiency is >20% for Re and 1% for Ir. Based on NTIMS, it is now reasonable 
to consider that ionization efficiency for 0 s  and Re is not a limiting factor in precision and 
sensitivity. The total ion collection efficiency will be further improved by using simultaneous ion 
beam collection in a multi-collector mass spectrometer, so as to achieve a nearly 100% duty cycle 
for all isotopes. 

OsO;, Re04, and Ir0; are the principal ion species of Os, Re and Ir produced by the NTIMS 
technique. The sharp distinction in the masses of the dominant molecular species permits the 
measurement of isotopic compositions of each element from mixtures of platinum-group elements 
without significant isobaric interferences. For 187Re - 1870s isotope studies, this technique offers 
the advantage of isotopic analyses without prior chemical separation of Re from Os, as no isobaric 
interference between the oxides of lg70s and ls7Re exists under these conditions (Fig. 1). 

We have applied NTIMS to determine the 0 s  isotopic composition of natural iridosmine. One 
sample from the Mammoth Mine, Junction City, California, was loaded directly onto a Pt filament 
and covered with Ba prior to analysis. The 1870s/1920s ratio of this sample is 0.04026 + 0.00002 
(1870s/1860s = 1.0315), determined with a precision of < + 0.5%. This demonstrates that, in some 
cases, geologically useful 0 s  isotope data can be produced without any chemical treatment of the 
sample. Osmium has also been chemically separated from a small piece of the metal phase from the 
Canyon Diablo (IA) iron meteorite (acid etched prior to digestion), and 1 8 7 0 ~ / ~ 9 ~ 0 s  determined to 
be 0.03466 + 0.00012 ( 1 8 7 O ~ / ~ ~ ~ O s  = 0.888). This value is one of the lowest yet reported from 
meteoritical material, and is significantly different from the values of -1.1 1 previously reported 
from the whole meteorite [1,6]. The result indicates that differences in Re/Os and 0 s  isotopic 
heterogeneities exist within Canyon Diablo. It should, therefore, be possible to determine an 
internal isochron from this, and other, iron meteorites. We anticipate presenting further 0 s  isotopic 
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